ISPD+
INNOVATION IN DIPLOMACY

“Be the change you want to see in the world”
Mahatma Gandhi

ISPD+ Innovation in Diplomacy

Network

Think Tank

A few words
The mission of the ISPD+ Innovation in Diplomacy Network is to promote a global
elite of innovators in diplomacy and to aid, assist, foster and spread the soft
diplomacy education in development countries.
Our members share a common goal: to internationalise their knowledge and share
it across cultures, valorising local, national and global focus. To share experiences
as part of the continuous professional development and innovation in diplomacy,
protocol, cross cultural communication and soft skills.
Our vision is to democratise diplomacy through:
► Creating a platform for exchange of skills and knowledge

“We believe we need to
democratise diplomacy today.
Join now!”

► Becoming a leader in research in soft diplomacy skills field
► Offering scholarships to talented individuals
The ISPD+ Innovation in Diplomacy is powered by The International School of
Protocol & Diplomacy, Europe’s leading academic institution dedicated to studies
in the field of protocol, diplomacy and cross-cultural communication. Its mission is
to provide the highest level of expertise, academic standards and advice regarding
international protocol and soft diplomacy skills. The ISPD provides official degrees,
intensive and tailor-made courses to train future and current protocol professionals.
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Ines Pires
ISPD+ President
ISPD Founder & CEO

ISPD Group

Education

Think Tank
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Why to join the ISPD+

► Associate with an international network of innovators
Connect with a multiple group of professionals who use diplomacy in their daily
life from bilateral and multilateral events organisers to corporate diplomacy. Take
part in our training events both in-house and online, our coaching programmes
and premium platform for our members to develop relationships leading to
mutual support.

Our members share common goals:
> To internationalise their knowledge and share it across cultures, valorising
local, national and global focus
> To share experiences leading to a continuous professional development
and innovation in diplomacy, protocol, cross cultural communication and
soft skills

► Receive updates about the latest global trends in the area
Receive free access to our handbooks of innovation in diplomacy, ebooks,
publications and receive our exclusive policy papers solely dedicated to our
members’ professional development. Powered by the ISPD+ Innovation in
Diplomacy Research.

► ‘Be out of the box’:
Concept events that match-make your interests with others

► Acquire clarifications for your daily challenges: liaise with your peers

We run five conceptual events with different focus and objectives designed to bring
together the benefits of different members’ interests and creativity with an aim to
offer problem-solving solutions: Innovation in Diplomacy Concept Events.

Liaise with peers, experts and use case studies. You will be provided with
solution tools and coaching in the day-to-day professional challenges you face.
Furthermore, receive the useful expertise for worldwide projects.

► Recognise your value: get awarded for your standards

► Get value for money:
Access to members-only conferences for professional development
Obtain substantial discounts on all ISPD trainings, conferences, webinars and
programmes and our exclusive members-only seminars. We offer to our members
the possibility to participate in the latest trainings and events in the market including
the Annual ISPD+ Innovation in Diplomacy Summit.
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Develop your skills and standards through ISPD+ Innovation in Diplomacy awards,
contributing with your best practices and latest projects to the first ISPD+ innovation
in diplomacy summit.
► Support Innovation: have an impact in international affairs
Be part of the changing world and its challenging and changing global nature and
protocol diplomacy best practices.

Chose your type of Membership

Observer
90 Euros

Creator
130 Euros

Innovator
250 Euros

Visionary
From 480 Euros

Corporate
Membership
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Observer

Creator
Observer
90 Euros

Creator
130 Euros

Exclusively for early adopters with a history in our institution (ISPD
students, alumni and experts). Free for registered ISPD MA or PG
Students.

For those who are establishing their first connection with the ISPD
(e.g. ambassadors, diplomats, protocol officials, international organisations’ staff, students and others).

► Access to the worldwide ISPD+ Innovation in Diplomacy Network

► Access to the worldwide ISPD+ Innovation in Diplomacy Network

► Free attendance at ISPD Concept Events and Receptions

► Appearance in the Annual Directory Company listed in our Annual Directory

► Company listed in our Annual Directory

► Access to ISPD discounts in courses

► Belonging to the ISPD Alumni Power Community

► Being a knowledge and new community creator
► Free participation in ISPD Concept Events and Receptions
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Innovator

Visionary
Innovator
250 Euros

Visionary
From 480 Euros

For professionals who believe that innovation is essential in the
changing world and global nature (e.g CEO, middle management,
HR departments).

Exclusively designed for high level individuals that are visionaries
and believe that the only solution for a better communication among
people in the wold is through innovating in diplomacy.

► Access to the worldwide ISPD+ Innovation in Diplomacy Network

► Privileged space in the Annual Directory

► Privilege space in the Annual Directory

► Visionary only ISPD Concept Events and Receptions

► Innovator only ISPD Concept Events and Receptions

► Possibility of submitting a proposal to new ideas

► Possibility of submitting a proposal in brand new topics

► Participation in exclusive policy making events

► Participation in exclusive policy making events

► Right to a free book

► Right to a free e-book

► Access to the worldwide ISPD+ Innovation in Diplomacy Network
► Sponsorship possibilities
► Attactive discounts
► Meeting facilities
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Corporate Membership
Demonstrate your company commitment
to education and your belief in innovation
Corporate contributions are critical for the development of our scholarship
programme, research centre and concept events.
The membership allows your company to integrate your corporate responsibility
towards two crucial fields for the world of tomorrow: education and innovation.
It will give to your company access to the key skills that will help you conduct
business relations even more efficiently and to expand your network. Moreover, the
ISPD+ corporate membership will help you advance your business and build the
reputation thanks to our awards programme. Through our membership e-forum
you will gain an access to our most talented alumni and other professionals
belonging to the network.
Through the ISPD+ Corporate Membership your company can make a taxdeductible contribution to democratise the access to protocol and soft diplomacy
skills education for students from disadvantages countries.*
Please contact us directly to enquire about
tailor-made solutions for corporate members
and our donations programme at:
ispdplus@ispdnetwork.org

*Depending on the tax deduction rules of your country.
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Corporate Club
The only leading association & think tank innovating in Diplomacy:
Join the Global Elite… of the New Corporate Diplomats

Corporate Membership Requirements
In order to qualify as a part of the Corporate Member Club, at least one of our
executive diplomas and a minimum of 10 Innovator Individual Membership or 5
Visionary Individual membership should be purchased. Or large contributions.
Innovation in Diplomacy’s Corporate Member Club involves top organisations from
all around the world.
Become a part of ISPD’s Corporate Membership Programme today, and start to
connect with companies who are leading the way in Innovation in Diplomacy.
As the voice of the International Protocol, Corporate Diplomats, National Branders,
Global Affairs, International Communicators and Economic Diplomats ISPD+
Innovation in Diplomacy works in the research in global affairs, and works to
maintain standards for the ongoing development of the practice and certification of
Innovators in Diplomacy and International Protocol.

For more details and fees, please contact our ISPD+ Project Manager at:
ispdplus@ispdnetwork.org
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ISPD+ Benefits: Network

Enlarge your network by joining ours
ISPD+ Innovation in Diplomacy is a platform for exchange of knowledge and for the
development of best practices in the field of protocol, diplomacy and cross-cultural
relations. This exchange is facilitated through different channels:
► Participation in our concept events such as ISPD Jazz, Soft Diplomacy
Café, Cultural Nights and Innovation in Diplomacy Summit. Meet like-minded
professionals, draw from their experience and give your input to foster the
spirit of innovation.
► Our eForum designed exclusively for ISPD+ members, where they are invited to
share their ideas and discuss in an atmosphere of open-mindedness and creativity.
► Visibility in our Annual Directory of members. Our members can chose whether
they would like to share their contact profiles with other participants and actively
participate in virtual networking.
► Participation in the exclusive visionary only corporate diplomacy match-making
events
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ISPD+ Benefits: Discounts

An additional plus: ISPD+ Members benefit from attractive Discounts
Being a member of the ISPD+, you will benefit from exclusive discounts for the
trainings and programmes organised by the International School of Protocol &
Diplomacy, the leading school in protocol and soft diplomacy skills studies.

CREATOR

INNOVATOR

VISIONARY

MA in Protocol
& Soft Diplomacy Skills

285 €

385€

485€

PG in Protocol
& Organisation of Official Events

185€

245€

305€

Executive Diploma

55€

90€

115€

Business Diplomacy
& Public Affairs Intensive Training

70€

105€

125€

Intensive Training

45€

75€

105€

Summer School

40€

70€

100€

Train the Officer

25€

40€

70€
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ISPD+ Benefits: Concept Events
Being a member of the ISPD+,
you will be invited throughout
the year to a series of exclusive
events that the ISPD+ organises
in Brussels and worldwide
► Soft Diplomacy Café
It is a non-profit initiative, an intersection round table between the 3 main groups
of actors in Brussels that use soft diplomacy skills in their professions: diplomatic
missions, institutions and companies. Main stakeholders will share experiences
and underline the importance of diplomatic skills with an aim of collaboration skills
development. It is an annual event.
► Cultural Nights

► ISPD Jazz

This cycle of events will be designed and organised exclusively by ISPD Master’s
Degree Students who will have the chance to present their countries and customs
to the wider public. It is a monthly event focused on nation branding.

It is a cycle of events at the International School of Protocol & Diplomacy designed
to stimulate creativity and to think “outside of the box” in order to facilitate
networking with like-minded people and to promote cross-cultural communication
in a fun, multi-national atmosphere. It is a monthly event.

► Soft Diplomacy Skills in Brief
We organise on a regular basis an introductory training called “Soft Diplomacy Skills
in Brief”. It provides the participants with all the background information they need
to understand the skills necessary for an effective and unique work globally. All
the basics about protocol, public relations, cross cultural communication, image,
branding and be aware of performance challenges the international market is facing.
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► Innovation in Diplomacy Summit
It is a yearly event for protocol and diplomacy stakeholders. Conference where all
the recent trends in protocol and diplomacy are discussed, relevant experience
shared and know how will be passed on its participant. A must-see event for
everybody working in the field.

ISPD+ Benefits: Publications
In order to bring the world knowledge together in the field of protocol
and soft diplomacy and to share it, the ISPD+ introduces ideas,
high-level of expertise and new concepts into the current state of art
Our members will take advantage of a variety of our publications:
► Fact Sheets
Cultural profiles of various countries in a nutshell. ISPD+ fact sheets will provide you
with all the necessary insights in topics such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Language, roles and lifestyle
Names, titles, and forms of address
Greetings, gifts and invitations
Food & drink
Social skills
Doing business, corporate diplomacy styles and negotiation
Customs, structure of thought and values
Protocol, precedence and symbols

Vested with these cross-cultural basics, our members will feel empowered to conduct any
kind of cross-cultural encounter be it a business meeting or a high-level diplomatic event.
► Articles
We are proud to have established a long-term cooperation with a pool of over
40 experts from several countries in the world. Their research work or simply the
anecdotes from the work-field are a valuable source of knowledge. Our experts
write on subjects such as protocol, diplomacy, education and global affairs brining
a fresh look on different topics of current interest.

► Publications
The ISPD+’s aim of promoting soft diplomacy skills as crucial for the globalised
world of tomorrow is also expressed through our research centre. Articles brining
innovation to diplomacy and protocol, interviews with professionals in the field such
as ambassadors, chiefs of protocol, CEOs as well as visionaries in their domains
and leading contemporary thinkers will create a source of references for future
generations of protocol and diplomacy professionals.
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Get involved!

Become a part of ISPD+ Innovation in Diplomacy!
There are many different ways in which you can contribute to our mission of
democratisation of diplomacy and promotion of soft diplomacy skills as the skills
of the leaders of tomorrow!
► Become our Member
Join the community of innovators in diplomacy, share your knowledge and skills for
the benefit of the world future generations. Be the trigger for change!
► Teach with us
If you are a professional with a wide experience in the fields that we teach, who
shares our vision of democratisation of diplomacy and is gifted with teaching skills,
we would be pleased to welcome you on board of our academic faculty with over
40 experts from all corners of the world.
► Become our Blog Writer
Do you have an expertise & experience to share with our blog readers community?
Inspire others and influence the current and future generations working in
protocol and diplomacy.
► Join our Board of Advisors
Your expertise and ideas are needed for the world improvement! Contact us,
if you would like to take part in shaping the directions of developments in
diplomacy of tomorrow!
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► Join the ISPD+ Team
Are you a dynamic, motivated and highly creative student or young professional
who would like to boosts his/her skills while working for an important cause?
Join our Summer Internship programme! Together with a group of interns
you will support different departments of our organisations: research centre,
communication and business development.
► Be the ISPD+ Volunteer
Contribute with your time, skills and knowledge and become the ISPD+
volunteer. It is a fantastic experience of participating behind the scenes in our
mission by supporting the organisation of our concept events, or researching on
several topics.
► Give back to the Community
Are you a philanthropist who would like to open the access to the premium class
education to those who are not able to afford it? Support our scholarship
programme to democratise the access to protocol & soft diplomacy skills studies.
► Become our Liaison Officer
Another way of joining us in spreading our mission throughout the world is by
becoming our Liaison Officer representing the ISPD+ and ISPD in your country.
If you strongly believe that the skills promoted by the ISPD+ are needed in your
country, contact us and together we will change the new generations.

ISPD+ Donation Programme

Searching Innovation in Diplomacy
We could not be speaking about democratisation of diplomacy without our
scholarship programme created with a view of giving an opportunity to individuals
from disadvantaged backgrounds to access the education that will provide them
with the skills for successful future careers. This programme was our main intention
behind the foundation of ISPD+.
The major part of the funds gathered through our membership programme
is dedicated to this important goal. We are proud to have started in 2013 the
scholarship programme for the Master’s Degree in Protocol & Soft Diplomacy
Skills offered at the International School of Protocol & Diplomacy. We have as well
awarded scholarships for our intensive trainings.
However, the need for education of soft diplomacy skills is much greater. We are
therefore inviting you to participate in our scholarship programme by your donation
and helping to spread the knowledge to bright students who otherwise would not
be able to achieve their potential.
Your contribution can also be directed to the development of our research centre
and its publications that aim at spreading fresh ideas in the field of protocol,
diplomacy and cross-cultural relations.

“Investment in education pays the best interest”
Benjamin Franklin
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Our Board of Advisors & Experts
Since our creation, we have gathered a group of over 40 experts who bring their expertise
and skills on board to shape the protocol and diplomacy of tomorrow

Ines Pires

Sandra Schott

Thomas Sladko

Alice Hecht

Dr. Luis Ritto

Jacques de Baenst

Patricia Benoit-Guyot

Kole Gjeloshaj

Michiko Takagi

Jesús Gil Ruiz

Dr. Nadja Milanova

Yves Panneels

Dr. Wolfgang Streitenberger

Laure Dykstra

François Brunagel

Ishak Ghatas

Pierre Jirikoff

Vitor Braga

Bengt-Arne Hulleman

Shubranshu Mishra

Jacques de Cartier d’Yves

José Paulo Lucena

ISPD+ President
ISPD Founder & CEO

Chief of Protocol of the
International Telecommunication
Union

European Commission
Information Society and
Media Advisor
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Academic Director

Sports Protocol Expert

Intercultural
Management Expert

Protocol in the International
Organisations Expert

Chief of Protocol & PR
ISPD+ Secretary General

Communication
in Japan Expert

Former Chief of Protocol
of the European Parliament

Communication
in India Expert

Former Chief of Protocol
of the United Nations

Protocol in the Armed
Forces Expert

Interfaith Dialogue
Expert

Former Chief of Protocol of the
Belgian Ministry of Defence

ISPD Emeritus Professor, Former
EU Ambassador to the Holy See,
Order of Malta and FAO

Public Diplomacy Expert

Senior Adviser in Protocol
at the Chamber of
Representatives of Belgium

Protocol Adviser of the Chief of
General Staff of the Portuguese
Armed Forces

Former Chief of Protocol
of the European
Commission

Author of the Belgian Protocol
Guide “Protocol Praktisch”

Events and Programmes
Organisation Expert

ISPD on the Road

The ISPD’s presence worldwide is marked by the network of our Liaison Officers

Netherlands

Italy

Albania
USA

Kosovo
Georgia

Oman

Africa
Colombia
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Why Innovating in Diplomacy?
Interview with Ines Pires
ISPD+ President, ISPD CEO & Founder, Soft Diplomacy Specialist,
Expert in International Protocol, Researcher in Cross Cultural
& Nation Branding Corporate Diplomacy Strategist

► Why did you decide to create this non-profit project?
I realised that it would be great if people could share their own experiences and
best practices of their professions, and a network of like-minded people is the best
way to do so. In our jobs everything is unique and there are no second chances.
Therefore, in order not to miss our first and only opportunity, we should be able to
share our experiences and to learn from others.
► What makes it different form other networks?
Our network is to link individualism to collectivism. From the point of view of an
outsider, each event seems to be the same and but everyone has a different
approach and solution. If we do not benefit from the personal experiences in the
world of events, we loose valuable insights.
► On one side Innovation and Cultural Democratisation, and on the other,
Protocol and Diplomacy. This is an interesting combination.
The world is in a process of constant change. So we cannot adapt properly if we do
not innovate. Problems arise and the solutions have to be found instantaneously.
Of course, we can plan, but a lot of unexpected things can happen. At those
moments, in order to find a solution and adapt, we need creative minds that can
find flexibility in protocol.
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► We live in a global, very diverse, multi-cultural world.
How can we successfully communicate with each other?
By understanding others and by accepting the differences. However, the only way
to be able to accept the differences is to have skills to understand others first. And
for that, we need to have the necessary skills.
► How could we overcome these obstacles?
Is it by changing our mindset and/or by acquiring new skills?
By acquiring new skills and by our readiness to adapt when necessary. Our
solution to a problem or conflict has to be immediate and accurate nowadays. The
skills and the network are our help in finding the suitable solution. As many stories
and experiences we can share with others, the more ready we are to adapt and
manage the difficult situations.
I honestly believe that the uniqueness of this network underlines our individualities.
We are free to be ourselves, and that is what we want to democratise in our society.
We aim to give people an understanding of the criteria and the reasons why others
react in certain ways.

How to become a Member?
To become the ISPD+ member follow the steps below
1. Select your type of membership
If you have any doubts about which membership would be the most beneficial for you, please contact our ISPD+ Project Manager, Mrs. Sandra Reis at:
ispdplus@ispdnetwork.org

2. Fill in the registration form
The registration form can be found on our website:
http://ispdnetwork.org/ispd/ or you can simply cut out this page of the brochure and mail it to us to ISPD+, Rue de Pascale 16 cv, 1040 Brussels.
You can also pick up the registration form from our premises in Brussels (ISPD+, Rue de Pascale 16, 1040 Brussels).

3. Execute the payment by:
► Bank Transfer
IBAN: BE34734028710490
BIC: KREDBEBB
KBC Bank Schuman Branch, Brussels, Belgium
Communication: Observer/creator/innovator/visionary membership + Full Name of the applicant
► Debit Authorisation, if you prefer to to assign your membership fee annually every year before each 1st September
IBAN: BE34734028710490
BIC: KREDBEBB
KBC Bank Schuman Branch, Brussels, Belgium
Communication: Observer/creator/innovator/visionary membership + Full Name of the applicant
► PayPal
Secure method of payment for those registering online.
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Registration Form

First Name:

I would like to subscribe for:

Last Name:
E-mail address:

ISPD+ Observer

Title (Mrs, Mr, Ms):
Nationality:
Date of Birth:

/

/

ISPD+ Creator

Mobile Phone:
Company:
Position:

ISPD+ Innovator

Address:

City:

ISPD+ Visionary

Postal Code/Zip Code:
Country:

What is your preferred method of communication?
E-mail
Mobile Phone
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ISPD+ Corporate Membership

Our network is our future
Over 500 participants from more than 96 countries
“At the ISPD students have the necessary exposure to meet,
interact and learn from the best of the best in the fields of protocol
and diplomacy. It was a unique experience and a real privilege to
meet, listen and share our own experience with such exceptionally gifted and brilliant
scholars and lecturers. Amazingly this course has exceeded my expectations as it
has made me a protocol expert by acquiring all the necessary tools. I am now more
capable to tackle all aspects of protocol assignments with distinction, be it very
daunting ceremonies and events, EU and UN protocol, sports, military and others.
A truly wonderful experience”

“The ISPD has developed a unique approach to learn and
understand protocol as the courses offered cover all dimensions
of the profession and relate to the needs of protocol professionals
whether they come from embassies, consulates, private businesses, the EU,
the United Nations etc. The students are carefully selected and come from a
range of cultural and professional backgrounds. This greatly enriches the level
of the interaction between students and professors as it allows for debates and
exchange of experience.”
Alice Hecht, ISPD Expert, Former Chief of Protocol of the UN

Franco Govinden, ISPD MA Student, Director of Protocol,
Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Seychelles

“I attended the Soft Diplomacy Skills Course, edition of May 2014. It was
an outstanding experience that boosted my expertise and networking.
The ambiance was brilliant and the lectures were tremendously helpful
in developing my skills as protocol practitioner. Many thanks”
Commander José Lucena, Protocol Adviser, to the Chief of General Staff
of Portuguese Armed Forces, Participant of the Soft Diplomacy Skills
intensive training

“It is my honour to write this piece of word to share my humble
experience at ISPD… ISPD is not only a great school, in my opinion;
ISPD is a central point of contact for protocol professionals, as
well as people who are interested in the field of protocol. People can share
their experiences and exchange knowledge with each other at ISPD. This is
for me a unique point that no other school can provide at the same level as
ISPD has been doing. Certainly, the most important are People. I have learned
a lot from experts of ISPD. It is very valuable and constructive to learn from all
instructors and experts from ISPD. Apart from that, I have learned a lot from
many experiences students who worked in the field of protocol as well! Thank
you very much to all of you!”
Bryen Li Chi Sun, MA Student, Associate Trainer-Magnums Butlers International

“For me the ISPD is a nice smart and friendly school to learn protocol
and diplomacy.”
Jwan Ali Karim Sofi, ISPD MA Student, Chief of Protocol, Iraqi President’s Office

Contact Details
ISPD+ Innovation in Diplomacy
Rue de Pascale 16
1040 Brussels
Belgium
Tel: +32 (0) 2 494 05 77
Skype: ispdbrussels
E-mail: ispdplus@ispdnetwork.org
Web: www.ispdnetwork.org/join-the-global-elite/
Find us on:

